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Many NP- omplete problems an be en oded in the answer
set semanti s of logi programs in a very on ise way, where the enoding re e ts the typi al \guess and he k" nature of NP problems:
The property is en oded in a way su h that polynomial size erti ates
for it orrespond to stable models of a program. However, the problemsolving apa ity of full disjun tive logi programs (DLPs) is beyond NP
at the se ond level of the polynomial hierar hy. While problems there
also have a \guess and he k" stru ture, an en oding in a DLP is often
non-obvious, in parti ular if the \ he k" itself is o-NP- omplete; usually,
su h problems are solved by interleaving separate \guess" and \ he k"
programs, where the he k is expressed by in onsisten y of the he k program. We present general transformations of head- y le free (extended)
logi programs into strati ed disjun tive logi programs whi h enable
one to integrate su h \guess" and \ he k" programs automati ally into
a single disjun tive logi program. Our results omplement re ent results
on meta-interpretation in ASP, and extend methods and te hniques for
a de larative \guess and he k" problem solving paradigm through ASP.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Answer set programming (ASP) [15, 7℄ is widely proposed as a useful tool for
expressing properties in NP, where solutions and polynomial time proofs for
su h properties orrespond to answer sets of normal logi programs, whi h over
by well-known omplexity results the lass NP. An example for su h a property
is whether some given graph has a legal 3- oloring, where any su h oloring is
itself a erti ate for this property.
However, we also might en ounter situations in whi h we want to express a
problem whi h is omplementary to some NP problem, and thus belongs to the
lass o-NP; it is widely believed that in general, not all su h problems are in
NP and hen e not always a polynomial-size erti ate he kable in polynomial
time exists. One su h problem is for instan e the property that a graph is not
3- olorable. Su h properties p an analogously be expressed by a normal logi
program (equivalently, by a head- y le free disjun tive logi program [1℄) p ,
where the property holds i p has no answer set at all.
Che ks in o-NP typi ally o ur as subproblems within more omplex problems whi h have omplexity higher than NP, for instan e:
?
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Quanti ed Boolean Formulas (QBFs): Evaluating a QBF, where we have
to he k, given a QBF of the form 9X 8Y (X; Y ), and an assignment  to the
variables X , whether 8Y ( (X ); Y ) evaluates to true.
Strategi Companies: Che king whether a set of ompanies is strategi ( f. [9℄).
Conformant Planning: Che king whether a given plan is onformant [8℄, provided exe utability of a tions is polynomially de idable ( f. [4, 18℄).
Further examples an be found in [6, 5℄. In general, the orresponding logi
program p for this he k an be easily formulated and the overall problem
(evaluating the QBF, nding a strategi ompanies set resp. a onformant plan)
solved in a 2-step approa h:
1. Generate a andidate solution by means of a logi program guess .
2. Che k the solution by another logi program  he k (=p ).
However, it is often not lear how to ombine guess and  he k into a single program solve whi h solves the overall problem. Simply taking the union
guess [  he k does not work, and rewriting is needed. Theoreti al results [6℄
informally give strong eviden e that for problems with 2P - omplexity, it is required that  he k (given as a normal logi program or a head- y le free disjun tive logi program) is rewritten into a disjun tive logi program  0 he k su h that
the answer sets of solve = guess [  0 he k yield the solutions of the problem,
where  0 he k emulates the in onsisten y he k for  0 he k as a minimal model
he k, whi h is o-NP- omplete for disjun tive programs. This be omes even
more ompli ated by the fa t that  0 he k must not ru ially rely on the use of
negation, sin e it is essentially determined by the guess part. These diÆ ulties
an make rewriting  he k to  0 he k a formidable and hallenging task.
In this paper, we present a generi method for rewriting  he k automati ally
by using a meta-interpreter approa h. Our main ontributions are:
(1) We provide a polynomial-time transformation tr( ) from propositional
head- y le-free [1℄ (extended) disjun tive logi programs (HDLPs)  to disjun tive logi programs (DLPs), su h that the following onditions hold:
T1 Ea h answer set S 00 of tr( ) orresponds to an answer set S of  , su h that
S = fl j inS(l) 2 S g for some predi ate inS().
T2 If the original program has no answer sets, then tr( ) has exa tly one
designated answer set , whi h is easily re ognizable.
T3 The transformation is of the form tr( ) = F ( ) [ meta , where F ( ) is a
fa tual representation of  and meta is a xed meta-interpreter.
T4 tr( ) is modular (at the synta ti level), i.e., tr( ) = Sr2 tr(r) holds.
Moreover, tr( ) returns a strati ed DLP [16, 17℄ whi h uses negation only
in its \deterministi " part.
We also des ribe optimizations and a transformation to positive DLPs, and show
that in a pre ise sense, modular transformations to su h programs do not exist.
(2) We show how to use tr() for integrating separate guess and he k programs
guess and  he k , respe tively, into a single DLP solve su h that the answer
sets of solve yield the solutions of the overall problem.
(3) We demonstrate the method on the examples of QBFs and onformant
planning [8℄ under xed polynomial plan length ( f. [4, 18℄), where our method
proves to loosen some restri tions of previous en odings.
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Our results ontribute to deepen the understanding of the guess and he k
programming paradigm for ASP, and ll a gap by providing an automated onstru tion for integrating guess and he k programs. Note that integrated en odings may be straight subje t to automated program optimization, whi h onsiders both the guess and he k part as well as their intera tion; this is not possible
for separate programs. Furthermore, our results omplement re ent results about
meta-interpretation te hniques in ASP, f. [12, 2, 3℄.
2

Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with logi programming and answer set
semanti s (see [7, 15℄) and only brie y re all the ne essary on epts.
A literal is an atom a(t1 ; : : : ; tn ),or its negation :a(t1 ; : : :; tn ), where \:"
(alias, \{") is the strong negation symbol, in a fun tion-free rst-order language
with at least one onstant, whi h is ustomarily given by the programs onsidered. By jaj = j:aj = a we denote the atom of a literal. Extended disjun tive
logi programs (EDLPs; or simply programs) are nite sets  of rules r

h1 v : : : v hl :- b1; : : :; bm; not bm+1; : : : not bn:
(1)
l; m; n 0, where ea h hi and bj is a literal and not is weak negation (negation as
failure). By H (r) = h1 ; : : : hl , B + (r) = b1 ; : : :; bm , B (r) = bm+1 ; : : : ; bn ,
and B (r) = B + (r) B (r) we denote the head and (pos., resp. neg.) body of rule
r. Rules with H (r) =1 and B(r)= are fa ts and rules with H (r)= onstraints.
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We omit \extended" in what follows and refer to EDLPs as DLPs et .
Literals (resp. rules, programs) are ground if they are variable-free. Nonground rules (resp. programs) amount to their ground instantiation, i.e., all rules
obtained by substituting variables with onstants from the (impli it) language.
Rules (resp. programs) are positive, if \not" does not o ur in them and
normal, if jH (r)j  1. A ground program  is head- y le free [1℄, if no literals
l 6= l0 o urring in the same rule head mutually depend on ea h other by positive
re ursion;  is strati ed [16, 17℄, if no literal l depends by re ursion through
negation on itself ( ounting disjun tion as positive re ursion).
Re all that the answer set semanti s [7℄ for DLPs is as follows. Denote by
Lit( ) the set of all ground literals for a program  . Then, S is an answer set
of  , if S is a minimal (under ) onsistent1 set S  Lit( ) satisfying all rules
in the redu t  S , whi h ontains all rules h1 v : : : v hl :- b1 ; : : : ; bm for all
ground instan es of rules (1) in  su h that S \ B (r) = ;.
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Meta-Interpreter Transformation

As mentioned above, a rewriting of a given program  he k to a program  0 he k
for integrating a guess and a he k part into a single program is tri ky in general.
The working of the answer set semanti s is not easy to be emulated in  0 he k ,
sin e essentially we la k negation in  0 he k : Upon a \guess" S for an answer set
1 For our on erns, we disregard a possible in onsistent answer set.
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S is not-free. Contrary to  he k ,
of solve = guess [  0 he k , the redu t solve
there is no possibility to onsider varying guesses for the value of negated atoms
in  0 he k in ombination with one guess for the negated atoms in guess { all
we have is a one in one ombination. And, if there is no disjun tion in  0 he k
then solve is Horn; thus, its answer sets an be guessed and he ked in NP.
This leads us to onsider an approa h in whi h the program  0 he k is onstru ted by the use of meta-interpretation te hniques [12, 2, 3℄: the idea is that a
program  is represented by a set of fa ts, F ( ), whi h is input to a xed program meta , the meta-interpreter, su h that the answer sets of meta [ F ( )
orrespond to the answer sets of  . Note that existing meta-interpreters are
normal logi programs, and an not be used for our purposes for the reasons explained above; we have to onstru t a novel meta-interpreter whi h is essentially
not-free and ontains disjun tion. To this end, we exploit the following hara terization of ( onsistent) answer sets for HDLPs by Ben-Eliyahu and De hter [1℄:

Theorem 1. For any ground HDLP  , a onsistent S  Lit( ) is an answer
set i (1) S satis es  and (2) there is a fun tion  : Lit( ) ! N su h that for
ea h literal l2S , there is a rule r2 with (a) B + (r)  S , (b) B (r) \ S = ;,
( ) l 2 H (r), (d) S \ (H (r) n flg) = ;, (e) (l0 ) < (l) for ea h l0 2 B + (r).
Theorem 1 will now serve as a basis for a transformation from a given HDLP 
to a DLP tr( ) = F ( ) [ meta su h that tr( ) ful lls the properties T1{T4:

F

Input representation ( ) As input for the meta-interpreter meta below,
we hoose the following representation F ( ) of the propositional program  .
We assume that ea h rule r has a unique name n(r); for onvenien e, we
identify r with n(r). For any rule r 2  , we set up in F ( ) the fa ts
l; r).
l; r).
l; r).

for ea h literal l 2 H (r),
for ea h literal l 2 B + (r),
for ea h literal l 2 B (r).
While the fa ts for predi ate lit obviously en ode the rules of  , the fa ts for
predi ate atom indi ate whether a literal is lassi ally positive or negative. We
lit(h,
lit(p,
lit(n,

l l

atom( ,j j).

only need this information for head literals; this will be further explained below.

Meta-Interpreter meta We

onstru t our meta-interpreter program meta ,
whi h in essen e is a positive disjun tive program, in a sequen e of several steps.
They enter around he king whether a guess for an answer set S  Lit( ),
en oded by a predi ate inS(), is an answer set of  by testing the riteria of
Theorem 1. The steps of the transformation ast the onditions of the theorem
into rules of meta , and provide auxiliary ma hinery for this aim.

Step 1 We add the following prepro essing rules:
1:
2:
3:
4:

rule(L,R) :- lit(h,L,R), not lit(p,L,R), not lit(n,L,R).
ruleBefore(L,R) :- rule(L,R), rule(L,R1), R1 < R.
ruleAfter(L,R) :- rule(L,R), rule(L,R1), R < R1.
ruleBetween(L,R1,R2) :- rule(L,R1), rule(L,R2), rule(L,R3),
R1 < R3, R3 < R2.
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5:
6:
7:

firstRule(L,R) :- rule(L,R), not ruleBefore(L,R).
lastRule(L,R) :- rule(L,R), not ruleAfter(L,R).
nextRule(L,R1,R2) :- rule(L,R1), rule(L,R2), R1 < R2,
not ruleBetween(L,R1,R2).

8:
9:
10:

12:
13:

before(HPN,L,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), lit(HPN,L1,R), L1 < L.
after(HPN,L,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), lit(HPN,L1,R), L < L1.
between(HPN,L,L2,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), lit(HPN,L1,R),
lit(HPN,L2,R), L<L1, L1<L2.
next(HPN,L,L1,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), lit(HPN,L1,R), L < L1,
not between(HPN,L,L1,R).
first(HPN,L,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), not before(HPN,L,R).
last(HPN,L,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), not after(HPN,L,R).

14:

hlit(L) :- rule(L,R).

11:

Lines 1 to 7 x an enumeration of the rules in  from whi h a literal l may
be derived, assuming a given order < on rule names (e.g. in DLV, built-in lexiographi order; < an also be easily generated using guessing rules). Note that
under answer set semanti s, we need only to onsider rules where the literal l to
prove does not o ur in the body.
Next, lines 8 to 13 x enumerations of H (r), B + (r) and B (r) for ea h rule.
The nal line 14 olle ts all literals that an be derived from rule heads. Note
that the rules on lines 1-14 plus F ( ) form a strati ed program, whi h has a
single answer set ( f. [16, 17℄).

Step 2 We add rules whi h \guess" a andidate answer set S  Lit( ) and a
total ordering phi on S orresponding with the fun tion  in Theorem 1.(2).
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

inS(L) v ninS(L) :- hlit(L).
ninS(L) :- lit( ,L,R), not hlit(L).
g for ea h
notok :- inS(L), inS(NL), L != NL, atom(L,A), atom(NL,A).
phi(L,L1) v phi(L1,L) :- inS(L), inS(L1), L < L1.
phi(L,L2) :- phi(L,L1),phi(L1,L2).

pn

pn 2 fp,ng

Line 15 fo uses the guess of S to literals o urring in some relevant rule head
in  ; other literals an not belong to S (line 16). Line 17 then he ks whether
S is onsistent, deriving a new distin t atom notok otherwise. Line 18 guesses
a stri t total order phi on inS where line 19 guarantees transitivity; note that
minimality of answer sets prevents that phi is y li , i.e., that phi(L,L) holds.
In the subsequent steps, we he k whether S and phi violate the onditions
of Theorem 1 by deriving the distin t atom notok in ase, indi ating that S is
not an answer set or phi does not represent a proper fun tion .

Step 3 Corresponding to ondition 1 in Theorem 1, notok is derived whenever
there is an unsatis ed rule by the following program part:

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

allInSUpto(p,Min,R) :- inS(Min), first(p,Min,R).
allInSUpto(p,L1,R) :- inS(L1), allInSUpto(p,L,R), next(p,L,L1,R).
allInS(p,R) :- allInSUpto(p,Max,R),last(p,Max,R).
allNinSUpto( ,Min,R) :- ninS(Min), first( ,Min,R).
for ea h
allNinSUpto( ,L1,R) :- ninS(L1), allNinSUpto( ,L,R),
2 fh,ng
next( ,L,L1,R).
allNinS( ,R) :- allNinSUpto( ,Max,R), last( ,Max,R).

hn
hn

hn

hn

hn
hn
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hn
hn
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26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

hasHead(R) :- lit(h,L,R).
hasPBody(R) :- lit(p,L,R).
hasNBody(R) :- lit(n,L,R).
allNinS(h,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), not hasHead(R).
allInS(p,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), not hasPBody(R).
allNinS(n,R) :- lit(HPN,L,R), not hasNBody(R).

32:

notok :- allNinS(h,R), allInS(p,R), allNinS(n,R), lit(HPN,L,R).

33:
34:
35:
36:

failsToProve(L,R)
failsToProve(L,R)
failsToProve(L,R)
failsToProve(L,R)

37:
38:

allFailUpto(L,R) :- failsToProve(L,R), firstRule(L,R).
allFailUpto(L,R1) :- failsToProve(L,R1), allFailUpto(L,R),
nextRule(L,R,R1).
notok :- allFailUpto(L,R), lastRule(L,R), inS(L).

These rules ompute by iteration over B + (r) (resp. H (r), B (r)) for ea h
rule r, whether for all positive body (resp. head and weakly negated body)
literals in rule r inS holds (resp. ninS holds) (lines 20 to 25). Here, empty heads
(resp. bodies) are interpreted as unsatis ed (resp. satis ed), f. lines 26 to 31.
The nal rule 32 res exa tly if one of the original rules from  is unsatis ed.
Step 4 We derive notok whenever there is a literal l 2 S whi h is not provable by
any rule r wrt. phi. This orresponds to he king ondition 2 from Theorem 1.

39:

::::-

rule(L,R),
rule(L,R),
rule(L,R),
rule(L,R),

lit(p,L1,R), ninS(L1).
lit(n,L1,R), inS(L1).
rule(L1,R), inS(L1), L1 != L, inS(L).
lit(p,L1,R), phi(L1,L).

Lines 33 and 34 he k whether ondition 2:(a) or (b) are violated, i.e. some
rule an only prove a literal if its body is satis ed. Condition 2:(d) is he ked
in line 35, i.e. r fails to prove l if there is some l0 6= l su h that l0 2 H (r) \ S .
Violations of ondition 2:(e) are he ked in line 36. Finally, lines 37 to 39 derive
notok if all rules fail to prove some literal l 2 S by iterating over all rules with
l 2 H (r) using the order from Step 1. Thus, ondition 2:( ) is impli itly he ked.
Step 5 Whenever notok is derived, indi ating a wrong guess, then we apply a
saturation te hnique as in [6, 10℄ to some other predi ates, su h that a anoni al
set results. This set turns out to be an answer set i no guess for S and 
works out, i.e.,  has no answer set. In parti ular, we saturate the predi ates
inS, ninS, and phi by the following rules:
40: phi(L,L1) :- notok, hlit(L), hlit(L1).
41: inS(L)
:- notok, hlit(L).
42: ninS(L)
:- notok, hlit(L).

Intuitively, by these rules, any answer set ontaining notok is \blown up" to
an answer set
ontaining all possible guesses for inS, ninS, and phi.

3.1 Answer Set Corresponden e

Let tr( ) = F ( ) [ meta , where F ( ) and meta are the input representation
and meta-interpreter as de ned above. Clearly, tr( ) satis es property T3, and
as easily he ked, tr( ) is modular. Moreover, : does not o ur in tr( ) and
not only strati ed. The latter is not applied to literals depending on disjun tion;
it thus o urs only in the deterministi part of tr( ), i.e. T4 holds.
To establish T1 and T2, we de ne the literal set as follows:
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i be the set of rules in meta established in Step i
De nition 1. Let meta
S
i
1; : : :; 5g. For any program

f

Then,

 , let 

2

= F ( ) [ i2f1;3;4;5g meta [ fnotok:g.

is de ned as the answer set of  .

The fa t that  is a strati ed normal logi program without : and onstraints,
whi h as well-known has a single answer set, yields the following lemma.

Lemma 1. is well-de ned and uniquely determined by  .
Theorem 2. 2 For any given HDLP  the following holds for tr( ):
1.
2.

3.

tr( ) has some answer set, and S 0
for any answer set S 0 of tr( ).
S is an answer set of  there exists an answer set S 0 of tr( ) su h that
S = l inS(l) S 0 and notok S 0.
 has no answer set tr( ) has the unique answer set .


,

f

j

2
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The following proposition is not diÆ ult to establish.

Proposition 1. Given  , the transformation tr( ), as well as the ground instantiation of tr( ), is omputable in LOGSPACE (thus in polynomial time).

As noti ed above, tr( ) uses weak negation only strati ed and in a deterministi part of the program; we an easily eliminate it by omputing in the
transformation the omplement of ea h predi ate a essed through not and providing it in F ( ) as fa ts; we then obtain a positive program. (The built-in
predi ates < and ! = an be eliminated similarly if desired.) However, this modi ed transformation is not modular. As shown next, this is not in identally.

Proposition 2. There is no modular transformation
tr0 ( ) from HDLPs to
0
DLPs satisfying T1, T2 and T3 su h that tr ( ) is a positive program.

Proof. Assuming su h a tr0 ( ) exists, we derive a ontradi tion. Let 1 =
0
f a :- not b.g and 2 = 1 [ fb.g. Then, tr (2 ) has some answer set S2 .
0
0
0
Sin e tr () is modular, tr (1 )  tr (2 ) holds and thus S2 satis es ea h rule
in tr0 (1 ). Hen e, S2 ontains some answer set S1 . By T1, inS(a) 2 S1 must
hold, and hen e inS(a) 2 S2 . By T1 again, it follows that 2 has an answer set
S su h that a 2 S . But the single answer set of 2 is fbg,a ontradi tion. ut

Prop. 2 remains true if T1 is generalized su h that the answer set S of 
orresponding to S 0 is given by S = fl j S 0 j= (l)g, where (x) is a monotone
query (e.g., omputed by a normal positive program without onstraints). Moreover, if a su essor predi ate next(X,Y) and predi ates first(X) and last(X)
for the onstants are available (on a nite universe, resp. the onstants in  and
rule names), then the negation of the non-input predi ates a essed through not
an be omputed by a positive normal program, sin e su h programs apture
polynomial time omputability by well-known results on the expressive power of
Datalog[14℄; thus, negation of input predi ates in F ( ) is suÆ ient in this ase.
2 Due to spa e onstraints, we refer to the up oming extended version of this paper
and http://www.kr.tuwien.a .at/sta /axel/guessn he k/ for proofs and en odings.
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3.2 Optimizations
meta

an be modi ed in several respe ts. We dis uss here some modi ations
whi h, though not ne essarily shrinking size of the ground instantiation, intuitively prune the sear h of an answer set solver applied to tr( ).
S
Give up modularity If we sa ri e modularity (i.e. that tr( ) = r2 tr(r)),
and allow that meta partly depends on the input, then we an ir umvent the
iterations in Step 3 and part of Step 1 as follows: We substitute Step 3 by rules

h1 ); : : : ; ninS(h ); inS(b1 ); : : : ; inS(b ); ninS(b

notok :- ninS(

m

l

+1 ); : : : ninS(bn ): (2)

m

for ea h rule r in  of form (1). These rules an be eÆ iently generated in
parallel to F ( ). Lines 8 to 13 of Step 1 then an also be dropped.
For ing the guess of S For any normal rule r 2  with jH (r)j = 1 whi h has a
satis ed body, we an for e the guess of h: we repla e (2) by

h

b ; : : : ; inS(b ); ninS(b

inS( ) :- inS( 1 )

m

+1 );

m

: : : ninS(b ):
n

(3)

In this ontext, sin e onstraints only serves to \dis ard" unwanted models but
annot prove any literal, we an ignore them during input generation F ( );
rule (2) is suÆ ient. Note that dropping input representation lit(n,l; ). for
literals only o urring in the negative body of onstraints but nowhere else in 
requires some are Su h l an be removed by simple prepro essing, though.

Optimize guess of order We only need to guess and he k the order  for literals
L, L0 if they allow for y li dependen y, i.e., they appear in the heads of rules
within the same strongly onne ted omponent of the program wrt. S .3 These
dependen ies wrt. S are easily omputed:
dep(L,L1) :- lit(h,L,R),lit(p,L1,R),inS(L),inS(L1).
dep(L,L2) :- lit(h,L,R),lit(p,L1,R),dep(L1,L2),inS(L).
y li :- dep(L,L1), dep(L1,L).

The guessing rules for  (line 29 and 30) are then be repla ed by:
phi(L,L1) v phi(L,L1) :- dep(L,L1), dep(L1,L), L < L1, y li .
phi(L,L2) :- phi(L,L1),phi(L1,L2), y li .

Moreover, we add the new atom y li also to the body of the rules where phi
appears (lines 36,40) to he k phi only if  has any y li dependen ies wrt. S .
4

Integrating Guess and

o-NP Che k Programs

A general method for solving NP problems using answer set programming is
given by the so alled \guess and he k" paradigm: First a (possibly disjun tive)
program is used to guess a set of andidate solutions, and then rules and onstraints are added whi h eliminate unwanted solutions. DLPs allow for the formulation of su h problems in a very intuitive way (e.g. solutions of 3- olorability,
3 Similarly, in [1℄  : Lit( ) ! f1; : : : ; rg is only de ned for a range r bound by the
longest a y li path in any strongly onne ted omponent of the program.
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deterministi planning, et .) if he king is easy (often polynomial), su h as he king whether no adja ent nodes have the same olor, a ourse of deterministi
a tions rea hes a ertain goal, et . For instan e, given a graph as a set of fa ts of
the form node(x). and edge(x; y ). we an write a simple DLP whi h guesses
and he ks all possible 3- olorings as follows:
ol(red,X) v ol(green,X) v ol(blue,X) :- node(X).
:- edge(X,Y), ol(C,X), ol(C,Y).

g
g

Guess
Che k

However, en oding problems where the he k is in o-NP but not known to be
polynomial (or in NP) is not always obvious (e.g., for onformant planning [4℄,
or minimal update answer sets [5℄). A simple, ommonly used workaround is to
write two programs:
(i) a normal LP or HDLP guess , whi h guesses some solution, and
(ii) a HDLP (equivalently, normal LP)  he k whi h en odes the o-NP he k,
and pro eed as follows: First ompute, one by one, the andidate solutions
S1; S2; : : : as answer sets of guess and pipe ea h Si as input to  he k ; output Si if  he k [ Si has no answer set.
By the omputational power of full disjun tive logi programs (2P [6℄), we
know that su h problems an also be expressed by a single EDLP, solve . In
the following, we show how our transformation tr resp. trOpt from above an be
used to automati ally ombine guess and  he k into a single program.
We assume that the set Lit(guess ) is a Splitting Set [11℄ of guess [  he k ,
i.e. no head literal from  he k o urs in guess . This an be easily a hieved by
introdu ing new predi ate names, e.g., p0 for a predi ate p, and adding a rule
p0 (t):-p(t) in ase. Ea h rule r in  he k is of the form

h1 v

hl :- b 1; : : :; b m; not b m+1; : : :; not b n
(4)
bg1; : : : ; bgp; not bgp+1; : : : ; not bgq :
where the bgi are the body literals de ned in guess . We write bodyguess (r) for
bg1; : : : ; bgp; not bgp+1; : : : ; not bgq . We now de ne a new he k program.


Program 0 he k

v

ontains the following rules and onstraints:

1. The fa ts F ( he k ) in a onditional version: For ea h r2 he k of form (4),

l; r
b ;r
b ;r

r:
r:
r:

lit(h, ):- bodyguess ( )
lit(p, i ):- bodyguess ( )
lit(n, j ):- bodyguess ( )

l l

atom( ,j j).

for ea h l 2 H (r);
for ea h i 2 f1; : : : ; mg;
for ea h j 2 fm + 1; : : : ; ng.

2. ea h rule in meta (where for the optimized version, in rules (2) and (3)
bodyguess (r) is added to the bodies);
3. nally, a onstraint :- not notok: This will eliminate all answer sets S su h
that  he k [ S has an answer set.

The union of guess and  0 he k then amounts to the desired integrated en oding
solve , whi h is expressed by the following result.

Theorem
3. For guess and  he k , the answer sets S 0 of solve = guess
0
 he k

[

orrespond 1-1 with the answer sets S of guess su h that  he k [S has
no answer set.
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5

Appli ations

We now exemplify the use of our transformation for two 2P - omplete problems,
whi h thus involve o-NP- omplete solution he king: one is about Quanti ed
Boolean formulas (QBFs) with one quanti er alternation, whi h are well-studied
in Answer Set Programming, and the other about onformant planning [4, 18℄.
Further examples of su h problems an be found e.g. in [6, 5, 9℄ (and solved
similarly). However, note that our method is appli able to any he ks en oded
by in onsisten y of a HDLP; o-NP-hardness is not a prerequisite.

5.1 Quanti ed Boolean Formulas

Given a QBF F = 9x1    9xm 8y1    8yn , where  = 1 _    _ k is a propositional formula over x1 ; : : :; xm ; y1 ; : : : ; yn in disjun tive normal form, i.e. ea h
i = ai;1 ^    ^ ai;il and jai;j j 2 fx1 ; : : : ; xm ; y1 : : : ; yn g, ompute the assignments
to the variable x1 ; : : :; xm whi h witness that F evaluates to true.
Intuitively, this problem an be solved by \guessing and he king" as follows:
(QBF ) Guess a truth assignment for the variables x1 ; : : : ; xm .
(QBF ) Che k whether this assignment satis es  for all assignments of y1 ; : : :; yn .
Both parts an be en oded by very simple HDLPs:
g

QBF g :

x1

v

x1 :

...

x

m

v

x :
m

QBF :

y1

v y1 : ... y
a1 1 ; : : : ; a 1 1 .

n

v

y:
n

:- a 1 ; : : : ; a l .
Obviously, for any answer set S of QBF g , representing an assignment to x1 ; : : : ; xn ,
the program QBF [ S has no answer set thanks to the onstraints, i every
assignment for y1 ; : : :; yn satis es formula  then. By the method sket hed, we
an now automati ally generate a single program QBFsolve integrating the guess
and he k programs 2 . Note that the ustomary (but tri ky) saturation te hnique
to solve this problem ( f. [6, 9℄) is fully transparent to the non-expert.
:-

;

5.2 Conformant planning

; l

...

k;

k;k

Loosely speaking, planning is the problem to nd a sequen e of a tions P = 1 ,
2 ,. . . , n , a plan, whi h take a system from an initial state s0 to a state sn
in whi h a goal (often, given by an atom g ) holds, where a state s is des ribed
by values of uents, i.e., predi ates whi h might hange over time. Conformant
planning [8℄ is on erned with nding a plan P whi h works under all ontingenies that may arise from in omplete information about the initial state and/or
nondeterministi a tion e e ts, whi h is in 2P under ertain restri tions, f. [4,
18℄. Hen e, the problem an be solved with a guess and ( o-NP) he k strategy.
As an example, we onsider a simpli ed version of the well-known \Bomb in
the Toilet" planning problem ( f. [4, 13℄): We have been alarmed that a possibly
armed bomb is in a lavatory whi h has a toilet bowl. Possible a tions are dunking
the bomb into the bowl and ushing the toilet. After just dunking, the bomb may
be disarmed or not; only ushing the toilet guarantees that it is really disarmed.
Using the following guess and he k programs Bombg and Bomb , respe tively, we an ompute a plan for having the bomb disarmed by two a tions:
10

Bomb

g

:

% Timestamps:
time(0). time(1).
%Guess a plan:
dunk(T) v -dunk(T) :- time(T).
flush(T) v -flush(T) :- time(T).
% Forbid on urrent a tions:
:- flush(T), dunk(T).

Bomb

:

% Initial state:
armed(0) v -armed(0).
% Frame Axioms:
armed(T1) :- armed(T), not -armed(T1),
time(T), T1=T+1.
dunked(T1) :- dunked(T), T1=T+1.
% Effe t off dunking:
dunked(T1) :- dunk(T), T1=T+1.
armed(T1)v-armed(T1):- dunk(T),armed(T),
T1=T+1.
% Effe t of flushing:
-armed(T1):-flush(T),dunked(T),T1=T+1.
% Che k whether goal holds in stage 2:
:- not armed(2).

Bombg guesses all andidate plans P = 1 ; 2 , using time points for a tion
exe ution, while Bomb he ks whether any su h plan P is onformant for

g = not armed(2). Here, CWA on armed is used, i.e., absen e of
armed(t) is viewed as -armed(t), whi h saves a negative frame axiom on -armed.

the goal

The nal onstraint eliminates a plan exe ution i it rea hes the goal; thus,
Bomb has no answer set i the plan P is onformant. The answer set S =
ftime(0); time(1); dunk(0); flush(1)g of Bombg
orresponds to the (single)
onformant plan P = dunk, flush for goal not armed(2).
By our general method, Bombg and Bomb an be integrated automati ally
into a single program Bombplan = Bombg [ Bomb 0 2 . It has a single answer set,
orresponding to the single onformant plan P = dunk, flush as desired.
Note that our rewriting method is more generally appli able than the en oding for onformant planning proposed by Leone et al. [10℄ who require that state
transitions are spe i ed by a positive onstraint-free LP. Our method an still
safely be used in presen e of negation and onstraints, provided a tion exe ution
always leads to a onsistent su essor state ( f. [4, 18℄ for a dis ussion).
6

Dis ussion and Con lusion

We presented a method for rewriting a head- y le free (extended) disjun tive
logi program (HDLP) into a strati ed onstraint-free disjun tive logi program,
su h that their answer sets orrespond and a designated answer set of the latter indi ates in onsisten y of the former. Moreover, we showed how to use this
method for automati ally integrating a guess and separate he k program for
a o-NP property (expressed by in onsisten y of an HDLP), into an equivalent
single (extended) disjun tive logi program. This re on iles pragmati problem
solving with the genuine \guess and he k" approa h in Answer Set Programming [9℄, in ase a single program expressing the problem is diÆ ult to write,
and relieves the programmer from using tri ky saturation te hniques. Our approa h takes advantage of the full expressive power of disjun tive logi programming: integrated en odings as the ones onsidered are infeasible in less expressive
frameworks su h as propositional SAT solving or normal logi programming.
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For example, [4℄ des ribed separate interleaved guess and he k programs
for onformant planning, whi h are implemented in the planning system DLVK .
The present paper solves integrating these programs into a single program, and
moreover provides a basis for in orporating harder problems, e.g. he king plan
onforman e if de iding a tion exe utability is already NP- omplete ( f. [18℄).
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